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Android 9 notification changes

Let's be honest! Many of us pick up our smartphone first thing in the morning, scrolling through the lost alerts overnight. And frankly, by hundreds of thoughtless pings, it's the only or two that we really care about. Fortunately, Google knows about the notification chaos pretty well, and as a consequence, Android Pie (9.0) has renewed the
entire notification panel to suit life's difficulties. In other words, Google knows us now and how we use our phone all day. Android already did a better job compared to iOS about notifications and 9.0 seems to make things better. So, let's tell you all about the new notification updates in the new Android Pie - Android Pie Features:
Notification Updates1. Redesigned notification screenNotation Shadow Android P (left) and Android Oreo (right)With each new Android version, Google adds new customizations to the notification panel. And this time, the focus has been on the aesthetics of it. Unlike Android's latest version, Android Oreo, the entire panel color tone is now
very vivid. Not to mention the bold rounded icons that turn blue by pressing. Another important aspect of the new notification screen is the separation of quick setting switches and the round cards with general notifications. You'll also notice a little darkness out over the quick toggle settings - which is to accommodate the controversial
notch so that it doesn't look abrupt. There are few minor changes to the status bar as well. For example, the number of new notification icons has been reduced to a maximum of four. And the clock position is now at the top left compared to Android 8.0 where it was on the right. The Bluetooth icon now disappears from the status bar, so if
you have a habit of leaving Bluetooth on, it won't appear in the status bar anymore. Another small variation in the quick switch setting is that the icons cannot be expanded more through the notification screen. You can also manage notifications directly from the notification shadow itself.2. New Do Not Disturb (DND)The new Do Not
Disturb toggle allows you to block visual disturbances. To access the blocking interference settings, you can either tap and hold DND toggle or review android settings. Then tap Notifications under the Behavior tab. You'll see a whole bunch of add-ons under the custom settings that disable flashlights, and wake up for notifications while
the screen is off. You can even hide the notification points so they don't tempt you to check them out. This could be part of Google's larger picture of implementing digital wellness to combat smartphone addiction.3. Tracking recently sent alertsAndroid Pie brings in the ability to track alerts real time. The new recently sent column makes it
easier to disable to irrelevant pings you may have accidentally rejected. Just go to Settings - Scroll down to Apps &amp; notifications - Tap notifications. Here, you would apps listed in descending order of last sent notifications under the recently sent menu. If you use the app adjacent button, notification for that app will be disabled. This
would do wonders for people who usually remove notifications at once.4. Smart answers with built-in photosYou may have already seen smart answers in the Google Allo app or the Gmail option Inbox by Google. Smart answers are essentially quick responses suggested by Google just above the writing line. Android Pie has integrated
the feature into the notification panel, that is, you can now reply to new messages from the notification panel itself. According to Google, quick answers use machine learning to provide personal answers. The new feature supports built-in photos as well as stickers. Reply to a notification in Android Pie also no longer rejects it, so you can
continue the conversation then and there.5. Block frequently rejected notificationsThis new feature is not something you can access right away. It actually builds on your activity over time. So this is primarily an app card that only comes after swiping app notification after many times. The card prompts you to continue viewing the
notification or blocking it completely. Apparently this is a dream come true for procrastinators since disabling annoying app notifications want you to open Android settings (boring!). 6. New battery notificationBattery notifications are no longer the same as Android Oreo. First and foremost gone are things like orange status bar and
navigation bar in battery saver mode. Under the new battery alerts, Android Pie displays a text indicating how much battery will last to x time with a battery percentage in parentheses at the end.7. Turn off system interface notifications If you're not a fan of captured screens or battery notifications, Google has a gift for you. From now on,
you can change system interface alerts. To do the same just go Android settings - Apps &amp; Notifications - See all apps - Select show system from top right menu button - Browse to System UI - Tap Notifications - Check off no matter what notification you don't like (Huff!) There is also a simpler method; Go over to Android settings and
post System UI in the search box. Tap it and go over to the notifications.8. Background app notificationApps in Android Pie becomes more transparent. A new type of notification will reveal which app eats your battery, using the microphone or various tools without your consent. When you tap the notification, you can now disable the
respective permissions for the app. Last wordSo this was all the notification updates in Android 9 Pie. We've also compiled a list of top Android P features, which include iPhone X like Gesture Navigations, New Dark Mode and much more. We'll update this article continuously as Google rolls out more updates. So stay tuned and share
your feedback in comments. Android 9.0 pie finally here, bringing with it a number of new features and updates that can seriously change your Android experience. Perhaps the biggest of these changes is what Google has done with notifications, which are now much easier to adjust, and much more functional. Confused about what's
different in Android 9.0 Pie? That's why we've put together this guide. Here are the biggest changes in notifications in Android 9.0 Pie and how to take advantage of them. Tweaked notifications shade Before diving into the nitty gritty of the new features found in Android 9.0 Pie notifications, we'll take a look at the visual changes - and there
are some of them. With Android 9.0 Pie, the notification screen has been adjusted to look a bit more like a card, with rounded corners and a new section for each notification. Some other visual tweaks are also made - the maximum number of notification icons on the taskbar is reduced to four, and the quick settings have got a more vivid
color. Last but not least, there is a new button to manage notifications from right below the notification screen. Edit the notifications you get Android 9.0 Pie also makes it much easier to manage the exact types of notifications you get. Not only can you adjust which apps send you notifications, but you can also get much more detailed and
adjust specific types of notifications from those apps. It's a pretty useful feature – and there are some ways to use it. Firstly, perhaps the most useful way to make use of blocking certain notifications from notifications themselves. If a notification pops up that you don't consider important, just hold down the notification, and then tap the
small info button, represented by an i icon in the upper-right corner of the notification. You'll then be taken to the app's settings. Tap the Notifications option and you'll get a list of notifications sent by the app with checkers next to each type. To make things easier, the notification you sent should be highlighted so that you can quickly
uncheck if you want. Over time, this should seriously help you fine-tune the notifications you get so that only notifications you find important appear. Smart answers Another big change in notifications is that Google is making it easier to do more from them. One way it does it is through smart replies, which essentially generate automatic
replies you can send to messages you get. When you get a message from a compatible app, you'll see the message along with a few generated replies that you can tap to send— without having to worry about typing a response. Smart answers only work with a few apps for now, but it's likely that the list will continue to grow. Do not
disturb Last but not least is Do Not Disturb, which in turn has been tweaked in the latest version of Android. In Android 9.0 Pie, you can manually change the Do Not Disturb settings. To So long tap the Do not disturb icon from the quick settings, after which you will be presented with three options – Behavior, Exception, and Schedule. With
behavior, you can switch between what's muted in Don't Disturb. Usually everything except alarms and repeated calls are muted. Exceptions allow you to whitelist contacts or callers as well as reminders and events. Schedule allows you to do not disturb manually at a specific time, event, or while you are driving. Editors' recommendations
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